The CFFO Corporate Partnership Program
Engage in Executive Dialogues and Collaborative Research

A Partnership Designed for Impact
We are in midst of fundamental technological,
political, and societal changes which reshape
context of business. To jointly address these
challenges, we aim to work with corporations
who share our values and have a keen interest
in co-shaping the future of leadership and
organization.
Our Partnership Program connects executives
and thought leaders through in-depth
dialogues and consortium initiatives to jointly
reflect and work on the transformational
challenges leaders and organizations face.

Partnership Principles
― Curation is key. The quality of discourse and projects is determined by the quality of
participants. We assure this quality by requiring seniority and accept partnerships by
invitation only.
― Diverse composition. Addressing transformational issues requires cross-functional
engagement and diverse perspectives. Therefore, we strive for functional and industry
diversity.
― Focus on trust and peer relationships. Our partnership concept emphasizes horizontal peerto-peer exchange and collaboration in a trusted environment.
― Driven by current challenges. The agenda of conversations and projects is shaped by the
pain points and interests of the partner community
― Engagement tiers and funding. Two types of partnership allow for different levels of
engagement and provide financial support for the initiatives.
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What Value Does a Partnership Offer?
For Corporate Partners
― Provides opportunities to shape and participate in consortium activities such as impact
research projects or executive labs
― Connects senior leaders to share and gain insights on transformational challenges of the 21st
century organization
― Provides a space for reflection and collaboration across functional and industry boundaries
for executives and organizations alike
― Provides significant discounts for custom services

For CFFO
― Co-shapes and catalyzes the Center’s research activities
― Helps define key areas of future investigation

―

Provides funding for operations

Activities and Topics Partners May Want to Engage in
Your partnership offers the opportunity to address key issues via various formats, accelerating
the development of your organizational capabilities.
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Choose a PartnershipTier
We offer two to ways to engage with us and shape the activities of the Center:

Questions?
We are happy to discuss with you any questions you may have about our partnership program.
Please contact roland.deiser@futureorg.org to explore how you can best benefit from getting
involved.
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